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ABSTRACT 

For shooting rock properly, some relatively fixed quantity of rock work is required from the total charge mass, while keeping the 
overall toxic fumes to a minimum. The overall fumes weighted for the toxicity of different species and taken per unit charge mass, 

, are represented by a relative fume toxicity (RFT) formula. The worst two contributions are often carbon monoxide {CO} and total 
nitrogen oxides {NOX}, so the traditional Russian formula RFT-R formula suffices, though a generalized form RFT-G with more terms 
is worth checking. Using the work-principle model from thermodynamics, the rock work per unit charge mass, , is found from 
the reduction in internal energy for the reaction zone. This resolution technique for rock-work invokes the usual assumption that the 
quick irreversible process occurs without notable heat transfer to the rock (adiabatic); rock-work is not resolved, when this 
restriction is untenable. The ratio of  to  yields the weighted toxic fumes divided by the rock work or the readjusted fume toxicity 

, where   = / .  For convenience, graphical trends of ,  and  were normalized using reference results for a stoichiometric 
(ANFO) mixture of ammonium nitrate (AN) and fuel oil (FO) shot under nominal rock confinement, noted later.  

Traditional relative strengths tabulated for reported charge formulations were compared to the normalized- , taken as the relative 
strength within the work principle model. The reduction of overall fumes was investigated using non-stoichiometric and 
stoichiometric mixtures by readjusting some additive as well as the two ANFO ingredients. The fumes/work ratio  was used to 
rank five additives, yielding quite promising results for technologically difficult-to-realize rich-water ANFO mixtures (WANFO) 
without or with a little aluminum (AL). The comparison technique provides a rigorous theoretical framework for discovering 
‘reduced-fumes’ ‘same-work’ charge formulations for rock blasting by recognizing whether they yield more desirable toxic fume 
results for the rock-work process, rather than the traditional isentropic (reversible-adiabatic) trajectory that wholly disregards the 
nature of the rock confinement. The reductions in the overall fume toxicity hazard can be weighed in conjunction with potential risks 
and the shifted costs for redesigning the charge formulation, without worrying about whether the requisite thermodynamic rock 
work was undermined (inferior). 

INTRODUCTION 

When the requisite total rock work is held fixed in comparisons, it means that rock-work = constant = M or the total charge 
mass M is proportional to the reciprocal of  resolved from the thermodynamic work principle. Under such circumstances, where 
charge formulations with their required total masses (hole design, etc.) yield the wanted rock work, the question remains which 
charge formulation yields the minimum overall fumes, weighted for their toxicity. Reduction in toxic fumes were sought using the 
work principle technique, by ranking charge formulations with the readjusted fumes ratio  = /  given by the rock work  and 
toxic fumes  per unit charge mass, with stipulated ingredients and rock confinement. The thermodynamic reaction code (TDRC) 
from NASA Lewis was used to resolve chemical equilibrium circumstances that then yields the remaining properties for zone of 
reaction products (ZoRP): the remaining thermodynamic state functions, the r*-stoichiometry and numerous specie 
concentrations.1 
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The reduced form of the work principle in Appendix A utilizes removed and imposed constraints to model the rock blasting process 
in a thermodynamic way. The quasi-potential formula, which contains the rock-confinement characteristics, numerically descends 
until a trapped minimum is reached under constraint.2 The reduction in the quasi-potential regulates or logically determines the 
chronological order for three trapped-minima: the Z-state for the zero interaction, N-state for reaching quench temperature and 
R-state for reaching rock pressure. For rock blasting processes, the Z-state is reached prior to the R-state, so the N-state’s order-of-
occurrence determines the chronological sequence. The trapped-minima order depends strongly upon the charge formulation 
ingredients: the Z-R-N sequence typically occurs for military (very hot) explosives, the Z-N-R sequence typically occurs for traditional 
mining industry (hot) explosives and the N-Z-R sequence typically occurs for more recent industry (cool) explosives with notable 
quantities of relatively inert ingredients. The normal routine algorithms for the work-principle model won’t yield the whole numerical 
resolution for the cool-explosive N-Z-R process, so some rough estimation techniques were undertaken for a more logical 
interpretation of the graphical WANFO results, noted later. The resolved Z-state charge density was roughly two-thirds that of 
water. No restrictions were imposed to stipulate some other original density, though that refinement is possible and can be 
undertaken at a latter stage in the charge formulation design work.  

ROCK WORK FROM THE REDUCTION IN INTERNAL ENERGY 

The first law of thermodynamic requires that the work done on the zone of reaction products, ZoRP, plus the heat transfer into ZoRP 
is equal to the change in total energy of ZoRP.  The total energy is the kinetic, potential and internal energy U of ZoRP taken per unit 
charge mass. The total change reduces to the U change, since the other two terms remain negligible for the range of the rock 
process undertaken within the model. Reversing the order of action implies that the rock work per unit charge mass  equals the 
reduction in the U of ZoRP, when the heat transfer remains zero (negligible).  

The rock work is resolved for the Z-N-R sequence when relevant or otherwise from the Z-state to R-state transition within the Z-R-N or 
N-Z-R sequence, where the no-heat-transfer assumption remains tenable, as noted in Appendix A. The assumption was found 
untenable only for the terminal transition of the R-state to the N-state within the Z-R-N sequence. Therefore, the resolution of rock 
work is terminated with the thermodynamic R-state, regardless of which chronological sequence is rendered by the nontrajectory 
work-principle model. The N-state for reaction quenching is regarded as the last chronological remnant of total thermodynamic 
equilibrium, whereupon there is retarded or terminated rate chemistry and nonequilibrium prevails to some degree. Regarding the 
nonequilibrium degree as minimal, the TDRC was still taken to resolve the remaining states, rather than take the only other 
theoretical tractable choice, the restriction to wholly frozen flow.  The no-heat-transfer restriction is not relevant for the N-state 
resolution, which renders the quenched toxic fumes, not the rock work. Relations [1] re-state the rules for computing the rock work 
per unit charge mass , the toxic fumes per unit charge mass  and their ratio, the toxic fumes to rock work . 

( ) ( )

( ) ( )
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The RFT-R or RFT-G formulas are noted later in Relations [2]. For graphical convenience ,   and  are reduced to dimensionless 
normalized variables NRM, NRM or NRM, which requires nothing more per Relations [1] than the division by the corresponding 
reference explosive results with nominal rock confinement: stoichiometric ANFO with 5.67% fuel oil, when shot under rock 
confinement represented by the rock (dynamic) pressure of 1111 atm and the rock temperature of 25°C. The relevant reference 
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results for Relations [1] are: RFNC = 1174 J/g, RFNC = 5.535 cc/g and RFNC = 0.004715 cc/J. Reported data often utilize thermal 
units rather than mechanical units; the required transformation is one thermodynamic cal = 4.184 J (Joules). 

TRADITIONAL INDUSTRY RELATIVE STRENGTHS 

Traditional relative strengths for industrial mining or military explosives use the resolution technique with the Zeldovich von 
Neumann and Doering (ZND) theory and its descending isentropic (reversible-adiabatic) trajectory to a chosen terminal pressure.3 
Respectively the columns in Table 1 refer to mixture name tags, the ratio of oxidizer-to-fuel (ROF) and the TDRC r*-stoichiometry. The 
reported data were then noted: the density (rho), the weight percent of AN, AL, FO or its solid hydrocarbon (HC) substitute and 
water (H2O).4  Notice that only mixtures #2 through #7 were close to neutral stoichiometry, r*=1.000. Reported results for mixtures 
without water were compared to their counterparts with water, recognized by noting the ROF = [AN/{AL+(FO or HC)}] for [#0 with 
#1, #2 with #3, #4 with #5, #6 with #7]. 

For the work principle technique, the rock (dynamic) pressure represents the superposition of four terms: the rock compression 
strength, the reversed inertia influence for rock motion (~100 atm), the gravitational load for unsupported rock (~10 atm) and the 
outside atmosphere (~1 atm).  Therefore the minimum rock pressure is roughly 111 atm for rock with no compression strength!2  
Typical mid-range rock strength is roughly 1000 atm, so originally the nominal rock pressure was taken as 1111 atm, remindful of 
its four components. That traditional relative weight strengths for terminal pressures less than 100 atm or 1000 atm were not 
representative of rock blasting was understood in 1974, though quoted results continue to utilize the unrealistic descent to one 
atmosphere.4 Only the realistic traditional data reported for the 1000 atm terminal pressure were taken for work-principle 
comparisons. From Relations 2 rock-work results were normalized NRM  / RFNC with the rock-work energy for the reference 
explosive, RFNC =1174 J/g. The respective columns in table 2 show the mixture name tags, the reported relative strengths for 
terminal pressure of 1000 atm with their original reference energy 3347 J/g (800 cal/g), their replacements when readjusted, the 
work-principle relative strengths reckoned for 1000 atm and then nominal confinement, which reveals no difference when rounded 
off to two figures. 

TABLE 1. CHARGE FORMULATION DENSITY AND PROPORTIONS 
FOR REPORTED DATA, RESOLVED ROF AND R*-STOICHIOMETRY.  
Name 
Tag 

ROF 
[ ] 

r* 
[ ] 

Rho 
[g/cc] 

AN 
Wt.[%] 

AL 
Wt.[%] 

HC,FO 
Wt.[%] 

H2O 
Wt.[%] 

Mix#0 1.50 1.656 1.00 60.0 40.0 0.0 0.0 
Mix#1 1.50 1.457 1.50 51.0 34.0 0.0 15.0 
Mix#2 4.47 0.999 1.00 81.7 18.3 0.0 0.0 
Mix#3 4.47 0.998 1.50 69.5 15.5 0.0 15.0 
Mix#4 17.0 0.990 0.80 94.5 0.0 5.5 0.0 
Mix#5 17.0 0.997 1.40 84.0 0.0 5.0 11.0 
Mix#6 7.0 0.995 0.90 87.5 10.0 2.5 0.0 
Mix#7 <7.0 0.997 1.40 77.1 10.0 1.9 11.0 

 

Table 2. RELATIVE STRENGTHS THAT WERE 
TRADITIONAL, READJUSTED AND WORK PRINCIPLE 
USING TERMINAL/ROCK PRESSURES 1000ATM, 
REFERENCED EXPLOSIVE ROCK WORK. 
 Traditional ZND Work Principle 
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Pressure [atm] 1000 1000 1000 1111 
Work [J/g] 3347 1174 1174 1174 
Reference Mix   ~1.00 [1.00] 
Mix#0 0.86 2.45 1.93 1.93 
Mix#1=[#1,Wtr] 1.22 3.48 1.77 1.77 
Mix#2 1.01 2.88 1.81 1.81 
Mix#3=[#2,Wtr] 1.25 3.56 1.51 1.51 
Mix#4 0.33 0.94 0.97 0.97 
Mix#5=[#4,Wtr] 0.62 1.77 0.87 0.87 
Mix#6 0.79 2.25 1.65 1.65 
Mix#7~[#6,Wtr] 0.90 2.57 1.39 1.39 

 

The replacement numbers in column three were renormalized by multiplying column two by the reference-ratio 
[(3347/1174)=2.851], which resets their relative strength to ours; the rock work would remain unchanged if units are restored. The 
two un-shaded columns in Table 2 yield the relative strengths under comparison. Traditional rock work for mixture#4 was 0.94 
close to the work principle result of 0.97; however, the other comparisons were rather dismal. For the traditional trajectory theory, 
the charge formulations with water yielded more rock work than their counterparts without water. For the nontrajectory work 
principle, the wholly reverse circumstance occurred, with dry formulations rendering more rock work than their wet counterparts.  
The water-reversed conundrum looks illogical, though it’s worth recalling that the thermodynamic process when reckoned with the 
traditional isentropic-descent trajectory is quite different from the overall irreversible process used in the non-trajectory work 
principle model. 

The graphical or table range, regarded as the ratio of the maximum-to-minimum within the results tabulated, is worth noting. The 
range of traditional results was [(3.56/0.94)=3.79], the range for work-principle results was [(1.93/0.87)=2.22] and the 
interpolated graphical range for reported seismic measurements of relative-strength for those and other types of explosives was 
only [(1.42/0.85)=1.67],4 suggesting that the range of work-principle results were not unreasonable. Though other rock/terminal 
pressure results were not compared herein, there is a general trend difference worth noting. While traditional relative strengths tend 
to rise somewhat with reductions in terminal trajectory pressure, the nontrajectory work-principle relative strengths tend to fall 
somewhat with reductions in rock (dynamic) pressure. 

RUSSIAN RELATIVE FUME TOXICITY PLUS 

The Russian formula for relative fume toxicity, RFT-R in Relations [2] depends upon the carbon monoxide {CO} concentration and 
total nitrogen oxides concentration {NOX}. The Russian {NOX} toxicity multiplier 6.5 is old history,5 which nonetheless has some 
recent justification, if recent toxicity ratings are used in conjunction with nominal NOX compositions.6 The two NOX components 
nitric oxide (NO) and nitrogen dioxide (NO2) are not treated separately because they undergo rapid transition at cooler temperatures 
when measurements are taken, which make their comparison with the N-state quenched circumstances ridiculously difficult. 
Resultant NOX is roughly conserved by the rapid oxidation transformation that turns clear NO into rusty colored NO2, so that 
quench comparison is more logical for just NOX, which is the relevant term in the RFT-R or revisable generalized form RFT-G. 

{ } { } { }
{ } { } { } { } { } { } { }2232

X

SO5.12SH5.2NHHCL5CL50RRFTGRFT

NO5.6CORRFT

+++++=

+=
 [2] 
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The relationships retain the unorthodox notation of the TDRC, where capital-L rather than small-case ‘l’ is utilized to avoid confusion 
with unity. The generalized Russian fume toxicity, RFT-G, incorporates more terms with their multipliers, reckoned from the TLV-TWA 
for CO divided by that for the toxic-gas term(s): chlorine {CL2}, hydrogen chloride {HCL}, ammonia {NH3}, hydrogen sulfide {H2S} and 
sulfur dioxide {SO2}.  

THREE-COMPONENT NON-STOICHIOMETRIC TRENDS 

Non-stoichiometric trends were resolved with atypical fuel-oil (FO) weight percents in ANFO mixtures, so the resulting trends would 
march through neutral stoichiometry as the third component (additive) was incremented. Throughout this report, the terminology 
fuel-lean, neutral and fuel-rich stoichiometry refers to the NASA Lewis common-valance r*stoichiometry, for r* is less than, equal to 
or greater than unity, respectively. For resolving trends with fuel-lean sodium perchlorate NaP, fuel-rich 7.2% fuel percent was 
used, for rather neutral water it was roughly neutral 5.7% and fuel-lean 4.5% was taken for resolving trends with fuel-rich TNT, 
urea and AL. The RFT-G and RFT-R were taken as normalized  in Figures 1 and 2, respectively where NaP percentage was twice that 
shown on the graphic scale (the x-axis). 

The two graphs yield corresponding trends which were similar except for the NaP, where the relative minimum near neutral 
stoichiometry was four times higher in Figure 1 than Figure 2. This tremendous difference was traced to the HCL-term in the RFT-G 
formula, revealing the rather significant quantity of hydrogen chloride that occurs for the N-state quench. Used in this restricted 
way, the RFT-G results warns us of potential charge formulation design problems regarding toxicity, so NaP was rejected in later 
trials for ultra-low fumes. The RFT-G formula remains a flexible tool, readjusted as wanted for other noxious terms, rather than 
some rigid structure. The RFT-G formula has no journal history, while the RFT-R formula has an old reputation and remains 
worthwhile for characterizing the nature of toxic fumes from most charge explosions.7  Therefore, the RFT-G is used for checking 
and rejecting, while the RFT-R is used for ranking trials that try to discover charge formulations or proportions that yield noticeably 
reduce the RFT, though not the rock work. 

 
Figure 1. Non-stoichiometric results with the generalized Russian fume toxicity RFT-G with respect to the type of additive 
weight percent. 
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For the non-stoichiometric graphs, the toxic-fumes drop rapidly at midway, near neutral stoichiometry, and thereafter reverse 
course and rise rapidly. Some candidate ingredient could yield just a rapidly rising or just a rapidly falling tendency, just from the 
original ANFO stoichiometry rather than its innate quality, which is undesirable for graphical trends intended to rank candidate 
ingredients. For rock shooting, unlike fixture tests, the rock confinement of roughly a thousand atm yields relative fume toxicity RFT 
that is quite sensitive to the mixture stoichiometry. Ultimately the charge formulation designer readjusts the totality of ingredient 
proportions to roughly restore neutral (or wanted) stoichiometry and retain work output efficiency. To overcome the non-
stoichiometric ranking problem, the restoration technique was incorporated into the intermediate design stage by readjusting the 
proportions of FO and AN within the ANFO mixture to restore neutral stoichiometry under any change. The restriction r*=constant is 
regarded as necessary for graphical interpretation; usually, the restricted neutral choice r*=1 is nearly optimum; other constant 
choices could prove worthwhile when undertaking more thorough charge formulation design.  

 
Figure 2. Non-stoichiometric results with the traditional Russian fume toxicity RFT-R with respect to the type of additive 
weight percent. 

THREE-COMPONENT R*-STOICHIOMETRIC TRENDS 

Unfortunately, the restoration technique yields trends curves where none of the weight percents remain fixed, so they are not readily 
reported or tabulated concisely as with the non-stoichiometric technique. Using reverse logic, chosen graphical coordinates with 
any stipulated ratios yield the wanted weight percents with trials-to-fit in the TDRC. For charge formulations with one fuel-rich and 
one fuel-lean ingredient, there is a unique ratio which yields neutral stoichiometry, like the resulting 5.67% fuel oil in the reference 
explosive. Those two ANFO components form the framework of many industrial mining explosives, so graphical trends were 
resolved by readjusting the ratio [FO/AN] to retain neutral stoichiometry with one additive, yielding a trend curve with respect to the 
additive weight percent. The graphical results for normalized ,  and the ratio  = /  were resolved for five additives in Figures 
3, 4 and 5. The last graph Figure 5 quickly reveals what is wanted, the weighted toxic fumes using RFT-R per unit rock work. 
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Figure 3. Rock-work with respect to weight percent of additives when the mixtures were restored to neutral stoichiometry. 

 
Figure 4. Russian fume toxicity, RFT-R, with respect to weight percent of the additives when mixtures were restored to 
neutral stoichiometry. 

For Figure 5, the water trend under 10% and the whole urea trend reveal worse toxic fumes than the reference explosive. The TNT 
trend reveals rather minor fume reductions, the NaP trend yields modest reductions though they ignore the HCL. The trend for AL is 
quite impressive, though it tapers off with weight percent. The wanted  tendency for water over 10% follows from the rock-work 

 tendency, not from toxic fume  tendency. When noticeable positive curvature (minimum) occurs in Figure 5 trends, then the 
reverse negative curvature (maximum) occurs in Figure 3 trends from the relationship  = /  and the rectilinear way that Figure 
4 trends descend without noticeable curvature.   
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Figure 5. Ratio of toxic-fumes to rock-work with respect to weight percent of the additives when mixtures were restored to 
neutral stoichiometry. 

FOUR-COMPONENT R*-STOICHIOMETRIC TRENDS 

Four component trends were developed in the same way as three component trends, with two of the components held in fixed 
ratio. Rich-water (high percentage over 10%) ANFO mixtures, called WANFO, were investigated without and with AL, the fourth 
component. The ratio of fuel-oil to aluminum written [FO/AL] was stipulated, while the four ingredients were otherwise restored to 
neutral stoichiometry, r*=1, when incrementing the water. The graphical trends results for normalized ,  and the ratio 

 = /  were resolved as shown in Figures 6, 7 and 8, respectively. The no-water (dry) charge formulations [FO/AL] for the left-
margin had {FO%,AL%} with the remainder percentage AN: the [100/0] was {5.67%,0.00%}, the [75/25] was {5.14%,1.71%}, the 
[50/50] was {4.33%,4.33%}, the [25/75] was {2.94%,8.82%}. Water is rather close to neutral stoichiometry, so reducing the non-
water ingredients in a proportional way to yield the residual water percent, approximates the graphical percentages of the 
ingredients in the wet charge formulations. 

The work-principle technique was resolved in the normal way for the left region with markers-on-trends until reaching the relative 
minima (maxima) in Figure 8 (Figure 6), where cooler temperatures caused quenching issues. The noted relative minimum (or 
maximum) occur roughly on the [100/0] trend at ~12%, on the [75/25] at ~15%, on the [50/50] at ~19% and on the [25/75] at 
~26% water-weight percent. When noticeable positive curvature (minimum) occurs in Figure 8 trends, then the reverse negative 
curvature (maximum) occurs in Figure 6 trends from the relationship  = /  and the rectilinear way that Figure 7 trends descend 
without noticeable curvature. 
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Figure 6. Rock work for noted ingredient ratio and water percent when the mixtures were restored to neutral stoichiometry 

 
Figure 7. Toxic fumes for noted ingredient ratio and water percent when the mixtures were restored to neutral stoichiometry 

The region without graphic indicators to the right of the relative minimum in Figure 8 (or relative maximum in Figure 6) for each 
trend, refer to nonequilibrium thermodynamic circumstances with unfinished chemistry; that is, unreleased chemical energy 
yielding poorer rock work and unreliable fume concentrations yielding darker rusty fumes. The regions without graphic indicators 
were rough estimates for stalled quenching, regarded as plausible from the humpy (uphill to downhill) profiles of TANC chemistry 
reported previously.2 Under those circumstances with time, the toxic fumes would decrease and rock work would increase. With the 
unfinished resolution of chemistry the toxic fumes remain higher and the rock work lower. For the rightward trend regions without 
graphic markers, the resulting  in Figure 6 would be under the curve, the resulting  would be over the curve and their resulting 
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ratio, = / , in Figure 8 would be over the curve. Therefore circumstances with unfinished chemistry are reckoned as roughly 
equal to or worse than indicated by the graphical trend portions without graphic markers.  Charge formulation designs with the 
thermodynamic potential for such undesirable characteristics are not wanted in proper rock shooting. 

 
Figure 8. Toxic-fumes to rock-work ratio for noted ingredient ratio and water percent when the mixtures were restored to 
neutral stoichiometry. 

Relative-strength test results reported for WANFO slurry-type explosives with much higher AL or TNT content revealed that water 
proportions under 12% or over 17% were not practical. 4 This guideline, if relevant, indicates that our [50/50] and [25/75] 
formulation designs remain questionable, without some remarkable innovative microstructure to overcome reaction-rate issues or 
until testing indicates otherwise. The WANFO technology for the [100/0] or [75/25] charge formulations without or with just a little 
AL remain within the guideline range and look quite hopeful and not too costly.  The reduction of toxic fumes to rock work ratio  
was down roughly 40% from the reference ANFO explosive result (unity), while the work/mass  were quite similar, roughly that 
for the (dry) reference explosive with the rock-work (unity). To reduce the toxic fumes 40%, without reducing the work output, using 
roughly the same explosive mass is quite remarkable for a modest quantity of water, under 12% or under 15% with a little 
aluminum, roughly 1.5%. 

WANFO type charge formulations are technologically risky to design and utilize, since the retention of uniform consistency with very 
tight water tolerances within the narrow ravine are hard to control during transportation, storage, handling and usage in delay 
blasting. When those tolerances are not retained, the work/mass and fumes/work worsen rapidly into darker rusty clouds, 
regardless of water removal or worse yet, water inclusion which yields still poorer work output. The charge formulation designs 
rendered here are gravitationally unstable slurries that require further modifications. There are other technological issues like 
ruggedness, retention of density and sensitivity, the true reactivity of the aluminum and water inhibition for retaining uniform 
water percentages within the quite narrow tolerances wanted. 

The ruinous consequences of trying to cross-blend WANFO (wet) formulations, with their corresponding ANFO (dry) formulations is 
worth noting. Those mixtures are represented by their relative minima and the graphic-left-margin ‘dry’ results in Figure 8. Within 
the thermodynamic equilibrium region, the 50% WANFO with 50% ANFO result for the fumes/work ratio  is found close to the 
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midpoint water percent on the four trend curve(s). The 50/50 blends yield worse toxic fumes at fixed rock work (or ) than their 
respective two ingredients, when utilized individually. The whole 50/50 story ought to include the role of retarded combustion of 
one component relative to the other, which unfortunately is outside the timeless (no-time, no-rate) domain of thermodynamics 
and in the world of rate chemistry. 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Rock-work toxic-fume research differs from test-fixture research, due to the relatively high sensitivity to stoichiometry of the charge 
formulation ingredients.  Non-stoichiometric graphs, using the Russian relative fume toxicity RFT-R or its generalized version RFT-G 
reveal tremendous reductions in toxic fumes per unit charge mass,  ,near neutral stoichiometry, regardless of the additive, except 
water. The role the ingredient plays in overall toxic fume reduction is hard to unravel from the downhill to uphill traversal in weight-
percent non-stoichiometric graphs. Therefore rock work per unit charge mass , RFT-R for  and toxic fumes per unit rock work 

 = /  were resolved for mixtures restored to neutral stoichiometry, yielding graphical trends that were simpler to interpret. 
Respectfully, the trend results for TNT, urea, water under 10%, sodium perchlorate (NaP), were disappointing, when RFT-G results 
for HCL were recalled. Water over 10% yielded modest reductions in , while results with AL were quite impressive, though they 
tapered off.   

The WANFO or rich-water ANFO, without or with aluminized ANFO yielded promising results. The work principle technique was 
utilized for water percentages until quenching issues rendered it intractable; thereafter rough estimates were made for the 
nonequilibrium circumstances. The trend results were disappointing for relatively low water percent, though that changed rapidly 
near the quench difficulty. There the rock work per unit charge mass  revealed a relative maximum of roughly unity (the dry 
reference ANFO), with water percent depending upon the [FO/AL] ratio. The toxic fumes per unit charge mass  drop rectilinearly 
until reaching the intractable quench, where rough estimates for non-equilibrium resemble quench-stalled fumes. The toxic fumes 
per unit rock work  were disappointing for small water percent, but tremendous reductions were noted close to the quench point. 
Without reducing the rock work per unit charge mass, WANFO or WANFO plus AL yield reductions in the toxic fumes of roughly 40% 
near quenching, when compared to results for the reference explosive of stoichiometric (dry) ANFO. Thereafter, the trends reversed 
direction and rapidly worsened with the rough-estimate technique, indicating nonequilibrium results similar to or worse than those 
represented by the unmarked trend sections. The unrefined WANFO designs look remarkably promising though technologically 
difficult. 

The thermodynamic results for (wet) WANFO mixed with their (dry) ANFO, regarded as 50/50 blends yields worse results than just 
the wet mixture or dry mixture ‘shot’ separately, regardless of their AL content. It is worth reiterating that reported relative-strength 
testing for WANFO-type explosives revealed that water proportions under 12% or over 17% were not practical. Unfortunately, the 
thermodynamic narrow region for desirable WANFO design close to -minimum is relatively unstable, requiring tremendous 
control over compositional stability, water retention and ingredient reactivity. This requires stern quality-control considerations of 
charge ruggedness to prevent destruction of the complex microstructure and retention of charge density, retardants for water 
retention, sufficient sensitization, and gravity-stabilization modifiers to prevent slurry separation, such as gelatins or surfactants, 
for ultimately controlling and retaining the charge quality and related performance. 

APPENDIX A. THERMODYNAMIC WORK PRINCIPLE & MODEL 

The work principle utilizes a three component interacting system isolated from the rest of the universe, where the components are 
referred to as the working fluid, the reservoir and mechanical agent.8,9  For rock blasting those components respectively refer to the 
zone of reaction products, ZoRP, the rock or other surrounding strata and some unrecognized entity that remains nondescript. The 
work principle, represented in Relation [3], stipulates that the WORK done upon the mechanical agent is less than or equal to the 
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reduction in the quasi-potential , where the equality holds for reversible processes and the inequality holds for irreversible 
processes.10 Thermodynamic processes are regarded as jump transitions under the removal and imposition of hypothetical 
constraints, with a recognizable change (non-infinitesimal) occurring in some thermodynamic variable(s). Recognizable natural 
processes occur in finite time and are irreversible, however slight. The relationship defining the quasi-potential  is rendered in 
terms of the reaction-zone internal energy per unit mass U, the entropy per unit mass S and its density rho ( ) in conjunction with 
the constant ‘reservoir’ rock characteristics written as rock temperature TRock and rock pressure PRock; the nominal conditions refer to 
the rock temperature TRock = 25ºC = 298.15ºK and the rock pressure PRock = 1111 atm, where 1 atmosphere = 1.0325 bar. 

[ ]

+ Rock
Rock

PSTU

,WORK where,

   [3] 

The restricted form of the work principle utilized to resolve rock work and toxic fumes, regards the mechanical agent as rendered 
inoperative during the whole dynamic process, so WORK = ZERO.11 Naturally, the mechanical agent could be utilized to reset the 
original thermodynamic state prior to or upon conclusion of the dynamic process, if wanted, via reversible transformations. With 
the restriction WORK = ZERO during the rock blasting process, the quasi potential  can only undergo reduction until a trapping 
minimum is reached under some constraint. The trapping minimum from the current constraint are resolved numerically by trial 
and error, while updating any guessed thermodynamic quantities in a recursive way. Constraints are removed and imposed to 
represent the wanted process with descending quasi-potential, yielding three key-states: Z-state, N-state or R-state. Without 
restricting constraints, the working fluid would drift to the reservoir circumstance without rendering information, so the 
chronological constraint sequence yields only a rough point-to-point ‘trajectory’ to represent the wanted thermodynamic process. 
The Z-state is rendered by the no interaction constraint U constant, the N-state is rendered by the rectilinear requirement that the 
logarithm of temperature T remains proportional to logarithm of pressure P plus a constant and the R-state is rendered by 
constraint S constant. The N-state is originally unresolved, except for the zone temperature which is restricted to the quench 
temperature of 2345ºK. The R-state is originally unresolved, except for zone pressure which is restricted to rock pressure PRock, 
nominally 1111 atm, or where reset as noted.  

For rock blasting processes, the reduction in the work principle quasi-potential first reaches the Z-state and then the R-state, yielding 
the wanted characterization that the zone pressure with zero-energy transfer is greater than the rock pressure ultimately reached. 
Therefore only three chronologically sequences with the quenching N-state remain: Z-R-N, Z-N-R, or N-Z-R. Their chronological order 
depends strongly on the charge formulation ingredients and weakly on the rock pressure or rock temperature. For nominal rock 
pressure, the Z-R-N sequence refers to very hot explosives that reach quench temperature under rock pressure. The Z-N-R sequence 
refers to just hot explosives that reach rock pressure under quench temperature. The chronological order is solely determined by 
reduction in quasi-potential and not some rigidly-fixed temperature, though the Z-R-N or Z-N-R demarcation is roughly 3200ºK. The 
N-Z-R sequence refers to cool explosives and remains a conundrum, since quenching technically represents the last remnant of total 
thermodynamic equilibrium, which is thereafter relinquished, rendering out-of-equilibrium circumstances. The N-Z-R resolution is 
not wholly tractable in a normal thermodynamic way, since the routine of algorithms won’t yield numerical solution for the 
N-state, when the Z-state is under the 2345ºK quench temperature. Rough estimates for the nonequilibrium circumstances were 
not intended for charge formulation design, but rather as logical ways to reveal and circumvent poor charge design choices. 
Throughout the report, when tractable work-principle nonequilibrium circumstances are reckoned, they are regarded as equilibrium 
processes under constraint for the TDRC. The overall released chemical energy forming the major products tends to outweigh 
restrictions on the formation or destruction of the more minor fume components. Therefore, the requirement of chemical 
equilibrium was regarded as more logical approximation than the only other tractable restriction of fully frozen flow.  
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For the Z-R-N sequence, when the reaction-zone pressure is under rock pressure for the R-state to N-state transition, theoretical 
relations or numerically computations register entropy decrease, which must be reckoned as non-negligible heat transfer or violate 
the second law of thermodynamics. Whence, the wanted adiabatic assumption is untenable for post-R-state circumstances. 
Therefore, the work done upon the rock taken as the reduction in internal energy U remains tractable only if rock work is reckoned 
until rock pressure is reached, not thereafter. With the reduction in quasi-potential, there are no-heat-transfer assumption conflicts 
for the Z-N-R chronology with its intermediate N-state and technically none for N-Z-R chronology with its Z-state to R-state 
transition. The range-of-transitions for rock work is thereby universally restricted to start with some chosen density (rho) or the 
Z-state and terminate with the R-state, while toxic fumes are universally rendered by the N-state quench, when tractable in the 
normal way or otherwise from rough estimate techniques.  
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